
 

 



   

  

  



      

   

 



 

Hunt ID: NM-MDeer-Archery-ELLROSW-EZVOUCHERCHAV-ARKM 

Enjoy a huge 110,000 acre ranch with Mule deer of all sizes with vouchers to hunt the month of 

January on your choice of a 5 day hunt extra days are available **on a per day basis. High success 

archery hunts in the area of Roswell New Mexico. With the voucher it can be a DIY hunt or a guided 

with meals and lodging. There are only 6 vouchers available for this whole month so you will have 

many thousands of acres to yourself. The average buck taken by archers on this ranch during this 

season is a 125-150 point Muley, yet there are many well over that available, there are so many 

smaller that most hunters pull their trigger release on a respectable 125-150 buck without giving the 

bigger ones to come in on them. This ranch with it having 110,000 acres it is unknown what is really 

on it that has never been seen in the past.( Keep in mind this is over 171 one mile square sections of 

land !) January is a great time to be in Southern New Mexico the weather is warm but not hot.  

The best way to hunt these big bucks is to go on top of the hills in the mornings and evening to spot 

the buck moving and feeding. It is usually a bachelor herd of around 3 bucks about the same age all 

together. The three together makes them easier to spot. The does , fawns and yearlings will usually be 

in larger herds of 5 and up to 10. The does have their territory area and will stay in that core area 

unless bumped real hard. The bucks will have nothing to do with the doe herds with the crying kids 

and will usually be above them and no matter what they are in heavier cover which is the reason 

these buck hunts can be so successful. As a rule the bucks wander or you could say they have a larger 

core area. Why do they wander…. Because they can!  For the most part when they find a place they 

like they will stay for the winter in that general location. It is more than that there is food available 

but more important what type of forb of leafy vegetation has regenerated from a unusually passing 

rain 2 weeks prior. 

Here is the secret, travel some ground, you have lots to work with ( 10 hunters on 110,000 acres it is 

possible you will be the only one on the ranch at a given time.) The bucks are extremely easy to 

pattern this time of the year with no outside influences. Where you see them today is where you will 

see them tomorrow. They are in a energy conservation mode at this time of the year so it takes a lot 

to get them to burn any extra energy. 

The deer are quite easy to pattern in January in their bachelor herds with not rut going on they just 

eat and sleep, alone or in a herd of 2-5 bucks. This far south the weather is much more pleasant this 

time of the year then it is in Southern New Mexico( Ft Sumner) making archery quite enjoyable for a 

January hunt. 

The Ranch Manager will meet with you when you arrive at the ranch and provide all the location 

information you need. Lodging can be in Roswell. 

Vouchers if you want to do a DIY hunt are reduced down from $ 2500 to only $ 1495 and can be 

purchased directly. Weather you go for the  guided hunt with meals and lodging normally $3900 



reduced down to only $ 2495. Think about it you are getting a guided hunt with meals and lodging for 

a price that would normally just cover the cost of the voucher. 

Guided hunts have priority over voucher only sales. 
*** for extra days of hunting for voucher hunts only are $ 100 per day 
*** for extra days of hunting for voucher, Guide, Meals and lodging hunts only are $ 400 per day 
 

New Mexico Game and Fish  
1 Wildlife Way (off of Caja Del Rio Rd.)  
Santa Fe, NM 87507 
(888) 248-6866  
http://www.wildlife.state.nm.us/index.htm 
 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  
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